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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the following equations 
utt = -A~u - aAO, 
Ot = ~AO - ~/0 + aAut .  
(i) 
These equations describe a linear thermoelastic plate; they are derived in [1]. We shall consider 
equations (1) on a bounded domain ~t C ll~ 2 with a smooth boundary and subject to Dirichlet 
conditions 
Ou 
u - ~nn - 0 = 0, on 0~. (2) 
Kim [2] proved that solutions of (1) and (2) decay exponentially in time. Recently, Liu and 
Zheng [3] investigated more general boundary conditions and also proved exponential decay in 
time. Shibata [4] established such a result for Neumann boundary conditions. In this note, 
we prove a much stronger result, namely that the equations are associated with an analytic 
semigroup. In particular, this implies exponential decay and further shows that the rate of 
decay is determined by the least stable eigenvalue. It also gives stronger egularity properties of 
solutions which should be useful for studying nonlinear problems. We shall consider only the case 
of Dirichlet conditions, but the method should extend to other cases without major difficulty. 
One remarkable aspect of our result is that the analytic semigroup roperty is clearly introduced 
by the lower dimensional approximations which are involved in modeling plates and beams. The 
equations of thermoelasticity hemselves do not generate an analytic semigroup. 
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To put (1) into the framework of semigroups, we introduce the new variables w = Au, v = ut, 
and we find the system 
Wt ~ /kV, 
Vt = -Aw- -  aAO, (3) 
Ot =/3A0 - 70 + aAv .  
We define the following function spaces: 
H={uEL2(~) ,  Au---=0}, U=H ±, X=U× (L2(fl)) 2, 
Y = (U N H2(gt)) × go2(f/) × (H2(~t) N g~(~t)). (4) 
We write q = (w, v, O), and equation (3) assumes the form 
qt = Aq + Bq, (5) 
where 
Aq = (Av, -Aw - aA0,/3A0 + aAv),  Bq = (0, 0, -70) .  (6) 
We consider (5) as an evolution problem in the space X, and the boundary conditions are incor- 
porated by specifying that D(A)  = Y .  
Our result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM..,4 is the infinitesimal generator of  an analytic semigroup. 
2. PROOF OF  THE RESULT  
We remark that if we specify a different boundary condition, namely w = Au = 0 in place of 
ou _ 0, then the operator .4 is simply the Dirichlet operator multiplied by the matrix (01 
-1  0 - . 
0 a 
The characteristic equation for this matrix is 
~3 _ Z~2 + (a2 + 1)~ - Z = 0. 
If a > 0 and/3 > 0, we can easily check that there is neither a zero root nor a purely imaginary 
root, and hence, the real parts of the eigenvalues do not change sign as a and/3 vary through 
positive values. To determine the signs of the real parts, we can consider the limiting case where 
a is small. In the limit a = 0, one eigenvalue is/3 > 0, and the others are +i. For small a, a 
perturbation expansion yields A = i + a2i / (2(1 + 13i)). So all eigenvalues have positive real parts. 
The eigenvalues of the full operator are the eigenvalues of the matrix times the eigenvalues of the 
Laplacian, and the analytic semigroup roperty is easily established by diagonalization. 
For Dirichlet conditions, however, the operator cannot be factored, and a different argument 
is needed. We need to estimate the resolvent of .4. We, therefore, consider the problem 
Aq = alq + d; (7) 
in components, we write d = (f, g, h). Our goal is to show that an estimate of the form 
I~l llqlix + [IqllY ~ CIIdllx (8) 
holds if A lies in the right half-plane and IA[ is sufficiently large. 
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In all the est imates that  follow, [[-Ilk will denote the norm in Hk(f~). Like everybody else, we 
begin with the energy estimate, i.e., we take the L2-inner product of (7) with q and consider the 
real part.  This yields 
Re)qlqllo 2 + ~11011~ = Re (d, q), (9) 
from which it follows that  
IIO111 ~ Cv/llqllolldllo. 
Next, we consider the third equation of (7), 
A0 = ~A0 + c~Av + h, 
and we take the L2-inner product with v. This yields 
Ilvlll < c (1lO111 + v/llvllollhllo + v/I,Xll(O,v)l). 
We set 0 = 0i + 02, where 01 satisfies 
A01 -- A01 = h, 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, and hence, 02 satisfies 
A02 = ~A0 -- A01 + aAv .  
From (13), we find 
IAI IIOiIIo + [[ol]12 _< CIIhllo, 
and from (14), we find 
I~1110211-2 < C(llOllo + Ilvllo + I101110) _< c(llqllo + I~l-Xlldllo). 
By interpolation, we find 
11021r-1 ___ cf102112_/~31102111/3, 
where the first factor is bounded by (16), and the second is est imated by 
IIO2111 _< c(11o111 + 1101111) < c (llqll~/211dll~/~ + IXl-'/211dllo). 
In the last step, we used (10) and (15). Finally, we est imate the last term in (12) by 
I(O,v)l _< IlOlllollvllo + 11o211-111v111. 
By using these estimates in (12), we finally obtain 
]]V]]l <_ C (]z~[i/3][q[I~/6]]dHlo/6 + [A]-l/21[d[10 ) . 
We proceed to analyzing the second equation of (7), i.e., 
Av = -Aw - c~A0 + g. 
Proceeding analogously as above, we write v = Vl + v2, where 
. '~V 1 - -  AVl = g, 
Av2 = -Av  - Aw - Avi  - c~A0, 
(10) 
(ii) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(i5) 
(i6) 
(17) 
(is) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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and Vl vanishes on the boundary. As before, we find 
I~111~111o + IIv1112 <_ cIIgllo, 
and 
I~i 11~211-~ < C(llqlio + IAl-llldllo). 
(24) 
(25) 
Interpolation yields 
Ii  Ho <_ <_ + 
From (35) and (36), we get 
IJqllo <- C (IAl-l/211qlll + IAl-Xlldllo). 
We insert this into (29) to find 
1/36 17118 Ildllo1/18 Ilqltl < c (IAl-1/21ldllo + IAI- Ilqlll ).  
From this, it easily follows that 
IAI IIq~ll-1 < C(llqlll + Iiq1111) < C(llqlll + IAl-I/211dllo). 
By inserting (40) into (38), we get 
i.e., the desired result. 
Ilqlll - CI),l-~/211dllo. 
Ilqllo _< Cl..Xl-Xlldllo, 
(35) 
(3s) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
As before, we interpolate 
11~211-1 ~ c11"o~,11~/2311'o=11~1 '3 ~ Cll'o:~ll~ (11'o111 + 1~,1-1/211dllo) 1/3 • (26) 
Using (25) and (20), we find 
II.,11-1 _< c (i~,l-~"~'lldil~/lSiiqllo ~'ls + I.Xl-3/~ildllo). (27) 
Finally, we solve (23) for w. Since w E U, we can set w = Au, where u and its derivative vanish 
on the boundary. Hence, (23) is equivalent to the biharmonic equation. We find 
li~111 -< Cllull3 _< cCilOlll + Iiv111 + IIv1111 + I~111v211-1) 
<_ c (I),l'lglldll~llSllqll~7/xs + I,~1-1/211dllo ) . (28) 
We can summarize (10), (20) and (28) into the single inequality 
Ilqllx <- c (I),l'/911dll~/lSllqll~ r/ls + I,Xl-1/211dllo ) . (29) 
We now consider the first equation of (7), i.e., 
~zo = Av +/ .  (30) 
We define Wl as the solution of 
AWl - AWl = f (31) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, and as before we have 
I~111wlllo + Ilwall~ ___ cII/llo. (32) 
The remaining part w2 = w - wl satisfies 
Aw2 = Av - Awl, (33) 
from which we get 
IAI Hw2ll-x < C(llvlll + [Iwlllx) < c([[ql[1 + IAl-1/"lldllo). (34) 
Let us set ql = (Wl, Vl,/91) and q2 = (w2,v2, 02). From the preceding, we have 
Ilqallo -< ClAl-llldllo, 
and 
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3. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we shall show some numerically computed eigenvalues which illustrate the 
sectorial nature of the spectrum. It was these results which originally led us to suspect hat the 
problem is associated with an analytic semigroup. The computations are for the one-dimensional 
analogue of the problem, which can be thought of as modelling the thermoelastic Euler-Bernoulli 
beam. Thus, the equations are 
Utt ~ - -Uxxxx  - -  OLSXX , 
(42) 
8t = f lSxx -- ~/8 q- OlUxxt. 
We consider Dirichlet boundary conditions 
u=ux =8=0.  (43) 
The eigenvalue problem associated with (42) is 
• ~U ~ V, 
AV ~- - -Uxxxx -- aSxx ,  
A8 = av~x + f lS~ - 78 .  
(44) 
We use the Chebyshev-tau method (see [5]) to discretize the problem. The results show three 
families of eigenvalues: a family of complex eigenvalues associated with the elastic part, a family 
of real negative igenvalues associated with the heat equation, and four spurious unstable modes 
which do not converge as the number of Chebyshev modes is increased. Figure 1 shows the family 
of complex eigenvalues for a typical calculation; the parameters chosen here are a = 0.1, fl = 1, 
and V -- 0, and x ranges over the interval [-1, 1]. We can clearly see the sectorial behavior of the 
spectrum. 
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